STERIS offers the most comprehensive and innovative solutions in the industry. From the surgical floor, to sterile processing and the G.I. suite, we focus on creating environments which provide the best information, quality and productivity.

STERIS offers a truly complete solution that helps achieve complete alignment between your OR and CS.

It’s hard to compete against truly complete.
RealView® Visual Workflow Management Software
See the complete perioperative workflow in real-time to manage exceptions, bottlenecks and more. Provide electronic updates to staff and families within and outside the facility.

SAFE Situational Awareness for Everyone® Display
Aggregate surgical case and patient information with automatic updates and alerts from your other data systems on an easy-to-read, dedicated screen in your OR.

Harmony iQ® 3600 Integration System
Integrate operating rooms with the latest in HD image management, signal routing and bandwidth. System provides the flexibility and scalability to ensure your capabilities can grow as your needs evolve.

VuCapture™ Digital Recording System
Record and print surgical images and HD video during a case. Seamlessly integrated into the Harmony iQ® Integration System, save and annotate through the easy-to-use touchpanel.
**Harmony Nexus™ Ceiling-Mounted Equipment Management System (EMS)**
Centralize and organize surgical equipment safely near the surgical field with ergonomic controls for ease of use and positioning.

**Harmony® LED Surgical Lighting and Visualization System**
Exceptional surgical site illumination with high intensity, pure white light and high performance HD-capable suspension that renders virtually every image signal in stunning clarity.

**STERIS® Free5™ Camera System**
View and record the surgical site from almost any orientation. Pivot, rotate, zoom, tilt and/or pan the camera to achieve the perfect video angle.

**Vividimage® Monitors and Large Display Monitors**
Experience true-to-life color, crisp details and outstanding clarity without glare in every image on monitors designed for the surgical environment.

**STERS® 5085 SRT Surgical Table**
Slide, rotate and transport patients throughout the perioperative area with this elegantly-designed surgical table that adapts to nearly every surgical specialty.

**Swivel Nurse Documentation Station**
Maximizes work area and surface space when in use and stores compactly when not. Ergonomic height allows all OR staff to comfortably move and use the station.

**AMSCO® OR Storage Console**
Organize supplies and equipment behind closed doors within the operating room for instant access and protection of your sterile supplies.

**STERIS® AMSCO® Warming Cabinet (Pass-Thru Model)**
Give staff direct access to supplies inside and outside the operating room for constant inventory flow.

**AMSCO® Flexmatic® Scrub Station**
Most convenient sink with hands-free water controls and optional infra-red sensor, hands-free soap, unique eye-wash station and digital timer.

**PATHOGON™ UV Disinfection System**
Reduce or kill pathogens on environmental surfaces with this mobile-system featuring germicidal ultraviolet light as part of your cleaning and disinfection program.
A complete solution doesn’t stop at exceptional products:

Lean Design

More ORs, SPDs, and GIs than any other company in the U.S.
Maximize performance in your OR and throughout your surgical floor with our design experts. Architects and equipment planners design “spaces” with a physical flow that embrace lean principles to help eliminate wasted motion, redundant communication, excessive wait time, and more.

Service & Support

The largest service team in the industry.
Proactive, dependable and convenient. From full-service maintenance and repair contracts, including remote monitoring, to on-demand services, there’s an option for you and your budget. Over 800 technicians world-wide, available 24/7.

Specialty Services

Maintain OR productivity with additional sterile processing support.
Keep surgical procedures on track during an SPD renovation or temporary over-capacity. Our robust mobile sterile processing services meet short or long term needs of your hospital or ambulatory surgery center.

Education & Training

Great source for Healthcare CEUs.
STERIS University provides clinical and relevant continuing education in a variety of methods and channels for convenient learning, including online and traditional formats.

Stewardship

Product benefits related to recyclable materials, utility consumption and product reclamation.
To help you meet specific environmental requirements in your facility, environmental stewardship is an important parameter, from the design of our products to the operation of our global sales, distribution and production facilities.

Contact your STERIS rep today to achieve total operating performance in your facility.